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Abstract: A recently proposed semiclassical method for extracting the smoothly varying part of the 
total energy of an independent particle system is applied to a rotating system. Expressions 
for the average density distribution, angular momentum, total energy and effective moment 
of inertia are given. 
1. Introduction 
The recent developments in the experimental techniques of heavy ion reactions 
at high energies allow the production of nuclear compound systems with large 
amounts of angular momentum ~). Such experiments open a new dimension in the 
study of the nuclear structure which may be appreciably affected by the available 
angular momenta 2). An extended iscussion of the stability conditions for a rotating 
charged liquid drop has been given recently by Cohen et aL 3). Such a model is 
able to describe on the average the balance between nuclear, Coulomb and centrif- 
ugal forces. For a more detailed description of nuclear shapes and stabilities, one 
has to include shell effects, as is known e.g. in connection with the fission process 
[see e.g. ref. 4)]. 
For non-rotating nuclei, a quantitative description of the shell structure energy 
("shell correction") in terms of shell-model single-particle levels has been success- 
fully introduced by Strutinsky 5). A generalization of Strutinsky's idea of renormal- 
izing the average part of the shell-model energy by the liquid drop energy to the 
rotating case is straight forward using the cranking model 6) for the rotating 
independent particle system. Calculations along these lines are in progress in 
different groups 7- 9). 
t Present address: Physics Department, State University of New York at Stony Brook, New 
York 11794, USA. 
it Permanent address. 
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In some earlier calculations 1o,11) of deformation energies for nuclei with angular 
momentum larger than zero, the effect of the rotation has been included in a pertur- 
bative way by writing the total energy as 
E(J) = E(J = O) + h 2 J(S+ 1)/2J, (i.1) 
where E(J = 0) is the usual sum of liquid drop energy plus Strutinsky shell correc- 
tion, and J is the cranking model moment of inertia. For large angular momenta J, 
eq. (1.1) becomes less valid since it only contains the first two terms of an expansion 
of E(J) in powers of J ( J+ 1). Furthermore, the renormalization to the liquid drop 
average nergy is not done consistently here, since it has only been applied to the 
non-rotational part of the energy. 
A more consistent treatment 12) of the shell effects is to evaluate the total single- 
particle energy by exactly diagonalizing the cranking Hamiltonian and to extract 
its smooth part which then automatically also contains the average rotational energy. 
This smooth part of the total energy might be found either by a numerical averaging 
of the single-particle spectrum, as proposed by Strutinsky 5), or by the method 
described below. 
In th.is paper we shall not discuss the shell effects, but focus on the average parts 
of the total single-particle energy and the angular momentum in a rotating one-body 
potential (no correlations taken into account). We shall derive analytical expressions 
which allow the study of the limits within which the average moment of inertia is 
given by its rigid body value. 
We have already presented some preliminary results 13). Here we want to give the 
details of our calculations along with some applications. Our method is based upon 
an idea originally proposed by Bhaduri and Ross 14) for the extraction of the 
average single-particle nergy in some infinite model potentials. An extension 15) 
of this method which has been applied also for realistic finite depth potentials 16), 
makes use of the so-called Kirkwood expansion of the partition function, already 
developed a 7,1 s) and used in molecular physics 19) a long time ago. This semiclassical 
expansion provides an extension of the Thomas-Fermi model, giving all smooth 
quantal corrections to the energy, and is therefore an alternative for the energy 
averaging method of Strutinsky 5). 
In the following we present he semiclassical method for the general case of a 
single-particle Hamiltonian with an external constraint (sect. 2). We then derive the 
Kirkwood expansion for the cranking Hamiltonian (sect. 3) and give expressions 
for the average single-particle nergy and the total angular momentum in terms of 
a smooth local shell-model potential (sect. 4). Finally, in sect. 5, we apply the 
results to some simple model potentials in order to estimate the order of magnitude 
of different erms, and discuss the problem of stability in a finite depth potential. 
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2. Total energy in the independent particle model with a constraint 
We first derive the relevant formulae for the total energy in the independent 
particle picture. We start with a one-body Hamiltonian 
h 2 
H = T+V = - - -vZ+v( r ) ,  (2.1) 
2m 
where we assume V(r) to be an arbitrarily deformed average shell-model potential 
(e.g. Nilsson-model or Woods Saxon type). We want to include a constraint on the 
expectation value of some one-body operator F: 
F = (F). (2.2) 
This means that we have to solve the constrained Schr6dinger equation with the 
Lagrange multiplier/~ 
n~ ¢~(r) = (n -  ~tr)~4(r) = 4¢~'(r). (2.3) 
The lowest energy for a system of N particles is then given by filling the N lowest 
eigenvalues e~' and has the value 
N 
E = (H)  = X e~' +/tF. (2.4) 
t= i  
(Note that the energy is the expectation value of the unconstrained Hamiltonian 
and therefore the constraint energy ktF has to be added to the sum of occupied 
levels ~'l) In general, when H and F do not commute, the q~'(r) are not eigenstates 
of either of these operators; the expectation value of F may then be written as 
= f~". (2.5) F dp~*(r)Fc~(r)dSr = 
We want now to express the above quantities in terms of the single-particle 
partition function Zj,(p). We first define the density of single-particle vels ~ as 
gu(e) -- Z 6(~-4).  (2.6) 
i 
The number of particles is given by 
N= 9,(e)d~; (2.7) 
this equation determines the Fermi level 2. (We have normalized the bottom of the 
potential well V(r) to zero energy.) 
The partition function Z,(p) is obtained by a Laplace transform of the level 
density gu(t): 
foo Z,(fl) = .5~'[O,(e)] = 9u(t) e-p~de = Z e-a""" (2.8a) 
i 
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Since the trace of a matrix is independent of its representation, we may write 
Z~,(fl) = Z (ile-PU"l i) = tr e -pB". (2.8b) 
i 
The partition function Z~(fl) is defined for any complex fl with Refl > 0. The inverse 
Laplace transformation .La -  1 of Z~(fl), defined by a complex contour integration 
[see e.g. ref. 2o)], leads thus back to the level density: 
1 rc+i°D 
c*LP- l[z"(fl)]* = ~n/J¢-i~ Zu(fl)eP" dfl = g~,(e). (2.9) 
(Here c may be any small, real number.) 
We can easily derive all relevant quantities from the partition function (2.8). 
Hereby we use the fact that an integration over the energy variable e (e.g. in eq. 
(2.7)) is equivalent to dividing the Laplace transformed quantity by fl [see e.g. ref. 20)]. 
In this way we can express the quantities E, F and N in terms of inverse Laplace 
transforms c~e- 1. 
E=-'LP- I [~ ~O Z~'(fl)l a+ ItF' (2.10) 
F = d-~- *°90- t [~22 Z~(fl)l O/t a' (2.11) 
N = .o91-1 [~ Z , ( f l ) ? ,  (2.12) 
where the index 2 means that we have to take the Laplace inverted functions at the 
value e --- 2. In deriving eq. (2.1 1), we have also made use of the identity 
O__ tr e ~+s" = tr [Be '+Sn] ,  
~s 
which holds for any pair of operators A and B. It can easily be proved by Taylor 
expanding the exponentials and using the fact that the order of operators under a 
trace may be permuted cyclically. 
Eqs. (2.10)-(2.12) completely determine the quantities E, F and N as functions 
of the Lagrange multipliers ;t and/~. By eliminating 2 and #a from these equations 
we obtain the energy E as a function of F for a system with N particles. It is easy 
to see that for fixed N 
dE/dF  = l,. (2.13) 
The idea of the approach of Bhaduri and Ross 14) is now to insert a semiclassical 
expansion of the partition function Z~,(fl), valid for small fl, into eqs. (2.10)-(2.12) 
and to perform the inverse Laplace transforms term by term. The first terms of the 
expansions obtained for E, F and N in this way are finite and constitute the smooth 
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parts E and F which vary slowly with the nucleon number N and the deformation 
of the potential V(r). These smooth quantities are then used to define the shell 
corrections 8E = E-E and t~F = F -F .  
In ref. z 9) it was shown (for/~ = 0) that for a real, infinite potential the method of 
expanding Z(~) for small/~ and Laplace inverting the first few terms of the expansion 
is equivalent to the usual energy averaging method of Strutinsky 5) using a Gaussian 
averaging function. [For a harmonic oscillator potential, this may be seen directly, 
since the energy averaged quantities can be worked out analytically in this case 28) 
and are identical to those found by the Laplace inversion method 14).] The practical 
difference between the two methods of obtaining the average results lies in the fact 
that the one presented here can be used even if the spectrum of V(r) is unknown. 
In fact, the partition function can be expanded in the high temperature limit (i.e. 
for small/~), as derived a long time ago by Wigner 17) and Kirkwood x s) (for the 
case without constraint, kt = 0), in the following way: 
Z(fl)= tre-#~-13 fd3p fd3re-#"c~tP"){l+r.lh+xzh~+ ...}. (2.14) 
Here HCL(p, r) is the classical Hamilton function 
HCt(p, r) = pZ/2m +V(r), (2.15) 
and V(r) is any smooth local potential. The quantities Zn in eq. (2.14) are functions 
of r, p, and fl and depend on the first n derivatives of the potential V(r). (It is 
assumed that these derivatives exist and are finite.) As noted in ref. ~4), the first 
term in eq. (2.14) yields the well-known Thomas-Fermi result. Semiclassical correc- 
tions to it come from the terms containing •2, Z4, etc.; the integrals over the odd 
terms Z~, Z3 . . . .  vanish. Explicit expressions for the semiclassical partition func- 
tion up to the fourth order term (g4) may be found in ref. is); for expressions for 
the smooth level density .~(e), the particle number N and the smooth energy E 
(all for/t = 0), we refer to refs. 15, t 6). The earlier results 14-16) demonstrate hat 
the contributions from the expansion (2.14) to the average energy in the case 
/~ = 0 are very well converged if one includes the first three terms (i.e. up to g4) 
only. 
Strictly, the r-integration in eq. (2.14) converges only if the potential goes to 
infinity at large distances. However, as shown in ref. ~5), one may use the same 
expansion also for finite potentials by adding an auxiliary external potential which 
goes to infinity but has negligible ffects on the bound state region and the results 
discussed below. In fact, the method has been successfully applied for a realistic 
Woods-Saxon potential 16). 
The Kirkwood expansion (2.14) can in principle also be found for a constrained 
Hamiltonian, as soon as the constraining operator F is specified. We shall derive 
this expansion in the next section for the case where F is a component of the angular 
momentum operator. 
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3. Semiclassicai expansion of the partition function for the cranking Hamiltonian 
We consider a system of N independent fermions bound in a smooth, local 
potential V(r )  t which rotates around some axis with an angular frequency to. This 
leads to the well known cranking Hamiltonian 6) 
h 2 V2 
H~, = H- to J :  = - - - '  + V( r ) -co Jz .  (3.1) 
2m 
We have, without loosing generality, chosen the z-axis as the rotation axis; no 
special symmetry is assumed for the potential V(r) .  
In order to find the semiclassical expansion of the partit ion function 
Zo,(fl) -- tr e -pB' ,  
we write the trace in a plane wave representation for spin-½ particles 
f Z,,,(fl) = "~ s , ,  daP.~ d3ru+se- ( ' /~n ' re -~n'°e{ i /~P '"Us  . (3.2) 
Here Us is a spinor which is eigenfunction of the Pauli spin operator Orz: 
O'zU s = sus; s = +__ 1. 
We perform first the summation over s in eq. (3.2). Writing the total angular momen- 
tum operator I z explicitly as 
J :  = L: + ½ha~ = - ih [ r  x V]z + ½haz, 
we can use the fact that az commutes with the total Hamiltonian H,~. With 
e'tF^','¢':Us = e½F~WSus, 
we find after summation over s 
Z,o(fl) = 2 cosh (½flhto)Zorb(fl) = Zo Z,,rb, (3.3) 
where Zorb(fl) contains only the orbital part  of angular momentum 
Zo,b(fl) = tr e -p(y-°2L~) -- h-- 5 dap d3re-0/~)p're-~(a-'~L~etl/~)P'r.  (3.4) 
To find the action of the operators on the plane wave in eq. (3.4), we proceed now 
exactly in the same way as in refs. ta, tg). We make the following ansatz: 
~(fl, to; p, r) = e-BCu-'°t'>e <i/n>p "" = e-a~nCL-°'L'CC~e fi/n~p "rX(fl, to; p, r), (3.5) 
where HCL(p, r) is the classical Hamil ton function (2.20) and L cL the z-component 
With. "smooth" we mean here that all the derivatives of V(r), which occur in the following 
expansion, do exist and are finite. 
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of the classical angular momentum, i.e. in Cartesian coordinates 
L cL = xp~.- yp~. (3.6) 
The function tk(fl, ~o; p, r) in eq. (3.5) satisfies the Bloch equation 21) 
t3 
~3~ q~ = - (H - t~L_.)~, (3.7) 
with the boundary condition 
lim ~b(fl, to; p, r) = e ~';')p'" (3.8) 
#--*o 
Inserting the right-hand side of eq. (3.5) into eq. (3.7), we find the following 
differential equation for the function ;~(fl, a~; p, r) 
~X_ ih [ f l  1 1 Off m (p" VV)z -  -- m (p" Vz)-fl°9(/z V)z-f lt°2(r" " P)Z+w(I 'z)  
h 2 
+ - -  [ f (v  v )2z -  2 v)z + f o (VL )2z + 
2m 
-2/~'~o(VV. VLCt)x-2B(VV. VT.)+2/~to(VL c . VZ)]. (3.9) 
Here, r t is the radius vector perpendicular to the rotation z-axis 
r± = (x,y,  0), rZt = x 2+y2, 
and the symbol lz is defined by 
lz f ( r )  = x df df = i L~ f(r).   y-Y x 
The solution of eq. (3.9) can in general not be given in a closed form. It is, however, 
possible to make an asymptotic expansion of 7. of the form 
Z = 7.0 +hT.t +h27.2 + . . . .  (3 .10)  
Inserting this series into eq. (3.9) and collecting the coefficients of each power of h, 
we can successively determine the Z~. From eq. (3.5) and (3.8) we see immediately 
that 
Zo = 1. 
The ansatz (3.10) seems to imply an expansion o fz  in powers of h, whereas the goal 
is to obtain an expansion of Z(fl) valid for small ft. However, one may as well solve 
eq. (3.9) by expanding X in powers of ~. Regrouping the terms obtained in this way 
according to powers of h leads back to the terms Zt, Z2, • • • of eq. (3.10). Thus the 
expansion (3.10) can be considered as a tool to obtain the high temperature expans- 
sion in a well converging manner; the analyticity of 7. as a function of h at h = 0 
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is not required. [As a function of fl, Z is certainly well behaved at/3 = 0, see eqs. 
(3.5) and (3.8).] 
The explicit result for Z~ is 
Z~(fi, co; p, r )= ½i/3 2 ~-  1 (p - VV)+co(I~ l/)+o92(r.t •P) l"  (3.11) 
I_ m .3 
We do not here explicitly write down ~2 which consists of thirteen different erms; 
its contribution to Zo,b(fl) is given below. We have thus 
= 1 3_ fA3. ~--#(HCL--~LzCL)fl 
Zo,b(fl) h3 f d e)'- '  "" ~., +l.lh+l.2h2+ . . .}. (3.12) 
The integrations over the three components of the momentum p in eq. (3.12) 
can be done analytically for all terms. Hereby it is useful to substitute 
r 
Px- -  Px ~ mcoy, 
py ~ p'r+mogx. 
After this integration, the three terms in X~ (3.11) cancel each other. This has to be 
so for all odd terms ZI, X3 . . . . .  since they all are imaginary, whereas the partition 
function has to be real. 
After the p-integration the classical partition function becomes equal to 
l 2m - ½ 3 .  ~ - l lVor t ( r )  zCoL(fl) = Z ° = ~ /3 d , ,  (3.13) 
Here we have already included the spin factor 2 which comes in lowest order from 
expanding the function Z.(fl) in eq. (3.3). The effective potential Vaf(r) in eq. (3.13) 
is defined by 
Vcff(r ) : V(r)-½mco2r~ = V(r)-½m[oJ × r] 2. (3.14) 
We see that the correction to the potential V(r) in eq. (3.14), caused by the 
rotation, is just the classical centrifugal energy. This term can be directly obtained 
in classical mechanics by the transformation to a rotating frame. 
We can thus easily obtain the classical (Thomas-Fermi) part of the smooth energy 
by replacing V(r) by Vaf(r). There is, however, no reason to believe that this 
"minimal substitution" leads to correct results for the semiclassical corrections to 
Z~(fl). Indeed, we will see this is not the case. 
The thirteen terms which one obtains for X2 from eqs. (3.9)-(3.11) can after the 
p-integration all be collected into the following contribution to Zo,b (fl): 
-I (2m~ ½ f d3,.e_#V..(.){fl½V2V(r)_½fl~(VVar(r))2). (3.15) 
= j 
It is interesting to note that all terms in X~ that contain IzV(r), which is equal to 
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(i/h)[L=, H] and vanishes only for axially symmetric potentials, cancel each other 
identically in the result (3.15). There appears thus in the partition function Z~,([3) 
up to the second order in its semiclassical expansion no extra contribution for 
nonaxial potentials. It is not clear whether this holds also for the higher order 
corrections (X,, ;(6 . . . .  )- 
We did not go through the lengthy task of evaluating the 7.4 contribution for the 
present rotating case. (Already for co = 0, Z4 contains 36 terms; for to ~ 0 it will 
contain several hundred!) It was shown recently a6) for the case to = 0 that the 
contribution from ;~4 to the total energy E is of the order of ,~ 1 MeV for a realistic 
spherical Woods-Saxon potential and varies only little with nucleon number N. For 
a harmonic oscillator potential, the corresponding term is only a fraction of 1 MeV. 
We will furthermore, in sect. 5, give this term for to 4:0 explicitly for an axially 
symmetric harmonic oscillator for which it can be obtained more directly. We will 
see there that the inclusion of the rotation will make this term even smaller, so that 
it can be neglected completely. 
In order to collect consistently all terms of order h 2 relative to the classical part 
of Z,~([3), we have to expand Z,  in eq. (3.3) [i.e. the function cosh(½flh~o)]. This 
gives the spin contribution 
1 m~o2fl ~ d3r e-#V't~('). (3.16) 
Adding the two expressions eqs. (3.15) and (3.16) gives the second-order term of 
the total partition function 
-1  2 (2m t fd3re-#Vaa')[fl½V2V(r-~fl'~mo2-½fll(VVaf)2]. (3.17) zo(#)  = o ) 
For to = 0 this reduces to the result given by Kirkwood ~8). Eq. (3.17) can, however, 
not be derived from the latter esult simply by replacing V(r) by V,n(r). As mentioned 
above, this is only possible for the classical term. 
We can further simplify the result (3.17) applying Gauss' theorem to the integral 
f v "  [(VVaf(r))e-#Vat(')]d3r. (3. 8) 1 
Since the vector field in the brackets of eq. (3.18) vanishes on the (infinite) surface 
Irl --* o% this integral gives zero and we find from it 
# f - f 
Inserting this into eq. (3.17) and noting that 
V 2 Vaf(r) = V 2 V(t) - 2into 2, 
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we obtain 
-1  ½ (2m~ fl~ f d3re_OV..(.,[V,V(r)_rna~2]. (3.19) 
The semiclassical partition function 2~(/~) is thus, up to the order of the Z2 
term, the sum of eqs. (3.13) and (3.19): 
1 [v "~(')=4-~=~(~)"-~; d3re-ev'''{',x { l-/~2h224m V(r)-mo'2]} " (3.20' 
4. Results for energy and angular momentum 
By inserting the expression (3.20) found for the partition function into eqs. 
(2.10)-(2.12), we can now find the smooth parts of the total energy E and the 
angular momentum M. The inverse Laplace transforms, which may be performed 
under the spatial integrals, can readily be found in standard tables [see e.g. ref. :o)]. 
The exponential exp[-flVeff(r)] gives always an extra factor 
{10 for 2~ l~:~r(r ) 
0[2-  Vat(r)] = . for 2 < Vcf,(r). 
This means that the spatial integrations are in each direction automatically imited 
up to the classical turning point ra defined by 
2 = V, rf(ra). (4.1a) 
For this restricted integration we use in the following the notation 
f~*d3r f(r) = f dar f(r)O[2- V, ff(r)]. (4.1b) 
The smooth part of the level density go,(E), eq. (2.6), is then 
1 [2m \~e'" { 
ff~(E) = 2n -~ [h-g) L dar[E- g.r,(r)]* 1 + 96m h-~-2VZV(r)-moazl[E- V.ff(r)] 21 (E => 0) 
0 (E < 0). (4.2) 
For the particle number N, the angular momentum M and the energy E, we find 
12m\~ e,* { 
N = 3n 21--~ ~_)  Jo d3r[2-Veff(r)]k 1 
h 2 M corn /2~\'1 e,, { 
= 3n--5[~ L darr~[2-V.rt(r)]'l 
E = AN+raM- I 12m\a* r,* {2 
3n----2 [/-~ -) Jo d3r[2-V'"(r)]l -5 
h2 V2V(r)-m~°21 (4.3) 
32m [.t- v.,(,)]' J' 
v'v(r)- m o" ]
32m [2 -  V, ff(r)]Z ! 
mm 12m \½ eta 
+ ~ t--~) L d'r[a-Ver,(r)]'. (4.4) 
h2 V=V(r)-m¢°21 (4.5) 
16m [ -~-~ J " 
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We can rewrite these results in a different form by introducing the semiclassical 
density distribution fi(r). This quantity can, as discussed by Jennings and Bhaduri 
[ref. is)], be derived from the diagonal Bloch density 
C(r, ~) -- ~ Iff~'(r)12e -#~'~'. 
i 
for which the same semiclassical expansion can be used as the one derived above 
for the partition function. In our case we obtain 
{1 (2n,~'[~, { h2 rv2v(r)-3rntoZ [V~ff(r)]2 ]/ 
fi(r, a~) = 3n ---i \ h 2 / "- Vat(r)]~ 1 - l~m L [2 -  Va,(r)] 2 + 412-  Vat(r)] 3 
0 (r > rx). (r < r;.) (4.6) 
As already mentioned above, the leading terms in eqs. (4.3)-(4.6) are the well 
known Thomas-Fermi (TF) expressions in a rotating frame. Remembering that 
we have neglected contributions of order h 4 relative to the TF terms, we can rewrite 
the energy E. [The singularity of fi (4.6) at the turning point rx disappears in all 
integrated quantities; see also the discussion in ref. ~s).] We find 
E= f V(r)fi(r, to)d3 ," + ~(3n2) ' ~'mf~|(r, to)d3r+ :~Zm f [V~'-~]2 d3r + ½toM. 
(4.7) 
The first two terms in eq. (4.7) are the usual TF expressions for the potential and 
kinetic energy, respectively, if ~(r) is replaced by the pure TF density. Here, 
they also contain higher order corrections due to the definition (4.6) of fi(r, ca). 
The third term in eq. (4.7), which sometimes is called the Weizs~.cker term [see, 
e.g., ref. 22)], contributes only to the second order. The last term has the form of 
the classical rotational energy, but it does not contain all of the rotational energy 
due to the to dependence of the other terms through fi(r, to). In fact, there seems 
not to be a simple way of separating the rotational energy in a closed form for this 
general case. (Only in an expansion around to = 0 can this be done; see below.) 
In classical physics, the angular momentum M is proportional to the rotational 
frequency 
M = tone', (4.8) 
where a¢" is the moment of inertia of the rotating body. It is a well known result 23) 
that in the TF approximation, the relation (4.8) is fulfilled also for a rotating system 
of independent particles, whereby J is the so-called rigid body moment of inertia 
defined by 
JRB = 'n J-d3r rlp(r), (4.9) 
if the potential V(r) does not depend on the momentum p. In eq. (4.9), r~ is the 
squared distance from the rotation axis, as defined above, and p(t) is the density 
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distribution of the nucleons. Inserting /5(r), eq. (4.6), into eq. (4.9), we obtain 
easily the semiclassical part JRS of the moment of inertia. As we see from eqs. (4.4) 
and (4.6), the leading (TF) term of M obeys indeed the relation (4.8). This is no 
longer true if the semiclassical corrections are included. In fact, one obtains after 
some manipulations 
= - - -  d r [2 -  V, ff(r)] . (4.10) 
12n2 -~- 
With eq. (4.2) for the smooth level density we can write up to the included order 
of h 
M = o a~,n = O[j,B--Ah20~,(2)3 . (4.11) 
The deviation from the rigid body moment in eq. (4.11) is relatively small; for 
medium heavy nuclei, it will be less than one per cent of the total value of J ,u .  
At large rotational frequencies, this might, however, change M and E by non- 
negligible fractions. 
Eq. (2.13) for the rotational case is the following canonical relation 
dE/riM = o ,  (4.12) 
which holds true both for the exact quantum mechanical quantities E and M and for 
the average quantities given above, eqs. (4.7) and (4.11). Using eqs. (4.11), (4.12) 
and the fact that the energy E (4.7) is an even function of o,  we find its expansion 
for small angular frequencies 
E(o)  = E(0) +~o z J , r ,  + O(o ' ) ,  (4.13) 
or, respectively, for small values of the angular momentum 
I~,(M) = E(O) + h2M2[2 je f t  + O(M').  (4.14) 
Thus, the term ~oM in the exact expression (4.7) for the smooth energy E contains 
all contributions of order o 2 or M 2, respectively. 
5. Applications to simple potentials 
5.1. THREE-AX IAL  HARMONIC  OSCILLATOR POTENTIAL  
For the potential 
V(r )  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ = ½m(o x +o,y +ozz ), (5.1) 
all the integrals in the results of sect. 4 can be evaluated analytically. Choosing 
again the z-axis as rotation axis, the effective potential eq. (3.14) has the form 
V.ff(r) = ½m[(ox 2 -02)x  2 +(o~ -oZ)y  2 +02zZ]. (5.2) 
We see from this, that the effect of the rotation is to reduce the oscillator frequencies 
perpendicular to the rotation axis. The ellipsoidal shape of the potential is thus 
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stretched away from the rotation axis. We define the modified oscillator frequencies 
as  
r co; = ,/co~_co2, co, = 4C-co  ~. (5.3) 
I f  the rotational frequency co is larger than either cox or coy, the potential V, ff(r) is 
no longer attractive in the corresponding direction• We thus have to restrict co by 
requiring 
co < min(co~, co,). (5.4) 
Physically, this is evident; the single-particle motion perpendicular to the axis of 
rotation cannot be distinguished from the collective rotational motion if the two 
corresponding frequencies become comparable. 
From eq. (3.20) we find with this potential the following partition function: 
co, + cos) (5.5) 
n cos co, co= 24fl co~ - " 
From this we find immediately up to the second-order terms 
/~/. - -  l {~3 - -  ¼) .h2(co2  ..]_ (d): -{- (0 2 - -  co2)} ,  (5 .6 )  
t 3 h sco- (0, co; 
4- ,2 ~2 ,2 2 ,4 ~4 t2 co (;. (cox +(0, ) -~, .  h [co~ +co, +(cos '~ • +(0, )(co. + J ) ]} ,  (5.7) M __ 
12h3co'3co'y3co= 
4h3m,x(0,y(0= e~2 ~2 
2 ~_ 2 1 co;2 co, 
- -1 ' / -2h2  (fD2 q"o)2q-(D2)  +co2 (CO= , fD ) dr- -{- ~ "Jr" - -1  . 
COy 
(5.8) 
It might be interesting to note that the term fg(r)p(r)d3r in the general expression 
(4.7) of E gives exactly one half of the total value E in eq. (5.8). For the case 
co = 0, this is just the usual virial theorem for the harmonic oscillator. 
In order to obtain the energy E as a function of angular momentum M, one has 
to eliminate the parameters 2 and ~o from the above equations. The Fermi energy 2 
can easily be found by solving the cubic equation (5.6). Since the neglected higher 
order terms in the expansion of the partition function do not contribute smoothly 
to N in this case (see subsect. 5.2 below), the quantity 2 found in this way is the 
exact semiclassical Fermi energy. Expanding it in powers of N ~ and inserting into 
eqs. (5.7) and (5.8), one obtains expansions of M and E in decreasing powers of N ~. 
The angular frequency co cannot be eliminated analytically. This may, however, 
easily be done numerically on a computer. 
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5.2. AX IALLY  SYMMETRIC  HARMONIC OSCILLATOR 
For the special case where to~, = toy, i.e. when the potential is symmetrical around 
the rotation axis, one can evaluate the partition function exactly. Putting 
COx = toy ~--- to l ,  
in eq. (5.1) the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian H~, (3.1) are 
e,~a, = hto±(2p + IAI+ 1) + ha)=(,, + ½)- hto(h + s), (5.9) 
where 
p =0,1 ,2  . . . . .  n =0,1 ,2 , . . . ,  
A = 0, ___ 1, +2 . . . . .  s = _+_½; 
A being the eigenvalue of the operator L z. It is convenient to introduce a defor- 
mation parameter q as the ratio of the two oscillator frequencies 
q = to±/toz. (5.10a) 
For q > 1 we have prolate and for q < 1 oblate ellipsoids. The volume conservation 
condition leads to 
co'to,  = co~ = const;  coj_ = ~oq¢;  to. = tooq -'}. (5. lOb) 
We also introduce the ratio v between the rotational frequency to and the perpen- 
dicular oscillator frequency to.L: 
v = to/ to i -  (5.11) 
The partition function Z,,,(fl) can now be summed exactly 
= Z Z Z Z e 
s p n A 
= ¼ cosh (kflhto){sinh (½flhtoz) sinh [½flh(to.L +09)] sinh [½flh(toj. -to)I} - 1. (5.12) 
Note that Z,~(fl) is only defined for to < toz [as in the case above, cf. eq. (5.4)]. By 
expanding the hyperbolic functions in eq. (5.12) into power series in fib, one finds 
easily the semiclassical expansion of Z,,,(fl) and from it the smooth values of N, 
E and M. We do not write down the results which are simply obtained by putting 
tox = toy = toi in eqs. (5.5)-(5.8) above. However, we can easily also get the next 
order term (containing ;(4) which we did not work out in the general case. The 
next term in Z,~(fl) is 
flht°°qt [24+20q-2+7q-g+v2(a-lOq-2-21v2)], (5.13) 
Z~(fl) = 2880(1--v 2) 
where q and v are defined by eqs. (5.10a) and (5.11). Since the inverse Laplace 
transform of 13" with n > 0 diverges, the Z~ term gives no smooth contribution to 
the level density ~,~(E) and to the particle number N. It contributes, however, to M 
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and E the following smooth terms which are independent of the Fermi energy 2 
M,  = ho9 (28+lOq_2+7q_~_42v2+21v4) ,  (5.14) 
1440m~(1 - v2)  2 
E 4 = -h tooq  ~ [24+20q-2+7q-4_v2(76+50q-2  +21q -4) 
2880(1 -v  2) 
+ v4(59 + 10q-2)-2h,6].  (5.15) 
By inserting reasonable values of q (½ ;-~ q < 3) and v (v < ½) and using 
hm o ~ 41 A -~" MeV, 
we find that the numerical value of E 4 is always less than ~ 0.5 MeV; for small 
deformations (q ~ I) it is less than ~ 0.15 MeV even for light nuclei. Similarly, 
M 4 is always much less than one unit of h. Thus the contributions E 4 and M4 may 
well be neglected in practical applications. This can also be expected for more realistic 
potentials. As already mentioned earlier, the term E 4 for a spherical Woods-Saxon 
potential (at o9 = 0) is of the order of ~ 1 MeV (adding up both proton and 
neutron contributions) and is nearly independent of the nucleon number 16). 
Furthermore, the sign of the v 2 contribution in eq. (5.15) for the harmonic oscillator 
is such that the absolute value of E 4 is lowered for not too large values of o9. 
5.3. F INITE BOX POTENTIAL  
For a potential with finite depth, the nucleus becomes unstable and starts loosing 
particles when the centrifugal energy at the surface becomes comparable to the 
binding energy of the last nucleons. This leads to a critical angular frequency o9 
which may not be exceeded for the nucleus to remain stable. 
We will in the following give a crude estimate of this stability condition for the 
simple case of a finite box potential with cylindrical shape which rotates around its 
symmetry axis. We define the potential in cylindrical coordinates p, z: 
10 for Izl < a ,p  < b 
V(p, z) (5:16) / Vo for Izl > a, p > b. 
The volume conserwttion requires 
27tab 2 = const = 2nRo 3, (5.17a) 
and we define the deformation parameter q 
q = a/b ~ a = q~Ro; b = q -~R o. (5.17b) 
Although the formalism described in sect. 3 does not apply for such a step-like 
potential, we may use the Thomas-Fermi result which does not depend on the 
derivatives of V(r). 
The critical frequency 09¢ is reached when the centrifugal energy at the distance 
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v (8) 
v~ 
x 
;k'* -l-into 2 2 
2 8 
,S 8 
0 b : Roq V3 
Fig. 1. Finite box potential in the direction p perpendicular to the rotation axis. The dashed line 
shows the centrifugal energy, added to the Fermi energy ).. 
p = b from the rotational axis reaches the separation energy S = Vo-2  (see fig. 1) 
½mto b = s = Vo- ; .  > o. (5.18) 
Before we can determine co¢, we have to consider that 2 depends on to. Using the 
fact that the separation energy is much smaller than the depth of the potential, 
we may expand eq. (4.3) in powers of the small quantity ½mto2p2/2 and obtain after 
integration 
Thus, we find 
C = 2 [2m\ ~ 3 
Ro. 
20 = (N/C) ~. 
(5.19) 
2 = 2 o-xmwl" .2L2o ; (5.20) 
From eqs. (5.18) and (5.20) we find then 
toc "~ 2~/So/mbz, (5.21) 
where 
So = Vo-20 ,  
is the separation energy for the nonrotating system. Calculating the moment of 
inertia a-~RB, eq. (4.9), in the same way to lowest order, we obtain the critical angular 
momentum 
2m (2m]~ab 3VSo 
Mc = toc jrt~(toc) ~ -~n \h  z ] -m' (5.22) 
and with eqs. (5.17a, b): 
Me oc R4q-+~/So . (5.23) 
Rather than taking the absolute value of Mc too serious in this simple model, we 
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assume that the dependence of Me on the total nucleon number A might be described 
reasonably well. Assuming So to be a constant (which would be predicted by this 
model) and using Ro oc A ¢ (with A = 2N), we find that Me goes like 
M~ oz A I. (5.24) 
in eq. (5.24) is an upper limit; the neglected higher order terms in The exponent 
co 2 tend to lower it. Furthermore, if we try to fit the experimental neutron separa- 
tion energies [e.g. given in ref. 24), p. 193] we find roughly (for N > 20) 
SCXp o ~ 0.29 MeV/N #, 
which would lead to 
Me ~ A 7Is. 
This is the same A-dependence as was found for the critical angular momentum in 
the calculations of Cohen et al. 3) from the condition of stability of a rotating 
liquid drop against fission. Eq. (5.23) also shows the deformation dependence of 
Me, saying that oblate shapes are more stable than prolate ones. Of course, one 
should include the Coulomb energy and realistic shapes in order to give more 
accurate stimates for Me. 
5.4. EFFECTS OF A VELOCITY DEPENDENT POTENTIAL 
We have not discussed so far how to treat velocity dependent potentials as e.g. 
the spin-orbit potential which should be included in realistic calculations. For the 
rotationally symmetric harmonic oscillator case discussed in subsect. 5.2, the diag- 
onal part of a term -x l .s ,  namely -gAs, can be added in a straightforward 
way in eqs. (5.9) and (5.12). This is, however, dangerous ince the off-diagonal 
parts cannot be controlled in this way. A more exact and general way to include 
the spin-orbit potential is discussed in ref. 25). 
We shall limit ourselves here to a short investigation of a term which is a scalar 
function of the velocity (and the coordinates) but which is independent of spin. 
Since we want to make only some qualitative remarks, we restrict ourselves further- 
more to the classical part of the partition function which leads to the Thomas-Fermi 
approximation. 
Let us include in the Hamiitonian an extra term 
H' = f ( r ,  p). 
It is easy to see that this term will cause the effective moment of inertia J , r f  to be 
different from the rigid body value vows, even in the Thomas-Fermi limit. The 
classical partition function is now 
z2L(fl) -~ -~fd3rfd3pexp{-f l[~m +V(r)-coLC~+f(r,p)]}, (5.25, 
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which after the 10-integration (with a suitable substitution) will have the form 
f d3r e-#tv.ff(,)+a(,. ,o)1, zCL(fl) OC 
where the f,,nction g(,,  ~,) depends on ~ as well as Vo,,(,) (~  eq. (3.14)). In 
calculating the effective moment of inertia 
c.feff = _1 M = _1 __c3 L~,_ t [1  Z~,(fl)] , (5.26) 
we get therefore an extra contribution from the derivative of g(r, co) with respect 
to co, in addition to the one of Vaf(r, co) which gives the rigid body moment (4.9). 
As an example, we want to consider a term 
f(r, 10) = -/al2 = -#( r  x 10) 2, (5.27) 
as is used in the Nilsson model [see, e.g. ref. 26)]. The 10-integration i eq. (5.25) 
can be performed analytically and leads to the result 
zcL(fl) = ~1 k(2m]h" ' ' f l - ' J  f d3r m*(r)m e-Pv°aa')' (5.28) 
where 
and 
V~t(r) = V(r)-½m*(r)coZr~ (5.29) 
(5.30) m*(r) = m[(1-2pmr2). 
The moment of inertia (5.26) is then 
t°, ,  = fd3r",*(r)rl v(,. co), (5.31) 
with the density distribution 
P(" co) = 37r --~1 (~-2) ' (2 -  V*'(r))' m*(r)m (5.32) 
The quantity m*(r) eq. (5.30) plays thus the role of an effective mass with respect 
to the rotational motion. Since the rigid body value aCRE is defined by replacing in 
eq. (5.31) m*(r) by m, we see that the deviation of , far from ,fen is just due to the 
variable effective mass m*(r). Although # in eq. (5.27) is quite a small parameter, 
this deviation can be rather large. In fact, when inserting in the above equations 
a harmonic oscillator potential for V(r) and expanding in powers of p, one finds 
that the lowest order (i.e. the linear) term in p leads to a deviation 
a a¢/ages = ( Ja ,  - aden)/aces ~ 40 %, 
in a medium heavy nucleus. However, a part of the effect may be cancelled when 
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subtracting the average part of the term -/112 in the Hamiltonian within each main 
shell, as it is practised in the Nilsson model z6). Furthermore, the expansion in 
powers of # converges very slowly and higher order terms in/t  must be taken into 
account, which makes the calculation rather complicated. 
A more detailed iscussion of this effect of the -/~12 term on the effective moment 
of inertia and a comparison with exact quantum mechanical calculations s) will 
be published elsewhere. 
6. Summary and conclusions 
The semiclassical method of extracting the smoothly varying part of the energy 
of an independent particle system, proposed by Bhaduri et aL 14-  ~ 6), has been applied 
to the case of a rotating average nuclear field. The partition function for the cranking 
Hamiltonian was expanded up to second order in a power series in h, and from it 
the average nuclear density, angular momentum and total energy of the system were 
calculated. The effective moment of inertia has been found to differ slightly from 
its rigid body value when the semiclassical corrections to the Thomas-Fermi approxi- 
mation are included. Larger deviations from the rigid body value are found, even in 
the Thomas-Fermi l mit, if a velocity dependent term is present in the potential, 
like e.g. the - - I l l  2 term of the Nilsson potential. The expression found for the total 
energy reduces in the limit of no rotation to the result found earlier from the 
extended Thomas-Fermi model 22,27). The stability of the system against emission 
of particles has been estimated for a finite box potential. 
These results might be applied, using realistic shell-model potentials, in an exten- 
sion of Strutinsky's hell correction method 5, 4) to nuclei with nonzero angular 
momentum. In this method, the average part of the single-particle energy sum is 
usually obtained by an energy smoothing of the level spectrum 4, s. 28). This energy 
averaging has been shown to be equivalent to the semiclassical method used in this 
paper for the case of infinite potentials 29). An extension of the averaging method 
to the rotating case should therefore be possible for infinite potentials like e.g. the 
Nilsson potential, and should lead to the same results as we have given analytically 
in this paper. 
In the case of a finite depth potential, the usual Strutinsky averaging procedure 
with an infinite range (e.g. a Gaussian) smoothing function leads to some slight 
ambiguities due to contributions from the continuum region 4, 28). By comparison 
with results of the semiclassical method, where one does not have this problem, 
it was recently shown that for a realistic Woods-Saxon potential these ambiguities 
do not amount o more than I-2 McV deviation between the total average nergies 
[ref. 16)]. A modified averaging prescription which is more adequate for finite depth 
potentials has recently been proposed by Strutinsky and Ivanjuk ao). There a finite 
interval is used, including only bound states. The results of ref. ao) indicate an 
overall accuracy of the average energy of better than ~ 1 MeV. Applied to the 
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rotating case, we can thus expect this method to yield results of a comparable 
accuracy to that of our results presented above, where we neglected terms (the •4 
contributions) of the order of < 1 MeV. A technical advantage of the semiclassical 
method is that the eigenvalue spectrum of the cranking Hamiltonian H~, need not 
be known if one wants to study only the average energy E, as we did in this paper. 
(In realistic cases, the numerical diagonalization of H~,, especially for o9 # 0, is 
rather time consuming.) Of course, for calculating the energy shell correction one 
has to know the spectrum in either case. 
We have not discussed in this paper the Coulomb and spin-orbit potentials which 
should be included in realistic calculations. The Coulomb potential causes no 
problems and can be thought to be included in V(r). The spin-orbit potential, which 
can be added in a perturbative way, has been treated in a separate publication 2s). 
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